Clarity of vision

We have now heard why modernization of breeding in the CGIAR is important. We have heard a collective response to what modernization looks like in this regard. It is important that we are all aligned on the message that was intended and prepared to communicate the same information to our respective teams.

(5 min) Write what has you most excited about the messages you have heard today

After everyone is ready, share this statement with your table members without discussion.

(5 min) Write up to 5 questions you have that would improve your understanding of the vision and increase your ability to communicate this vision with your respective groups.
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Clarity of vision

(15 min) From above, CIRCLE the most important question you want answered. Each person should share this question with your table members. Use one-another’s perspective to help answer each other’s questions.

(25 min) Of the questions you reviewed, which one still needs the most clarity? Please ask that question of the speakers for their response. One question per table.

Please submit this sheet of questions so that we can understand where we need to continue building and clearing up the message.